Immunoglobulin heavy chain gene analysis of ocular adnexal extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma.
To clarify the cellular origin of extranodal marginal-zone B-cell lymphoma (EZML) of the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) type in ocular adnexa, the somatic mutation was analyzed in the immunoglobulin heavy-chain variable region (VH) gene. Eight cases of EZML in the orbit and four in the conjunctiva were studied. The VH genes were amplified by a seminested PCR and sequenced directly. These were compared with the closest published VH germline segments to determine the somatic mutation frequency. Intraclonal microheterogeneity, which was termed the ongoing mutation frequency in the current study, was estimated by counting the number of single nucleotide substitutions in individual clones and dividing by the total number of nucleotides analyzed. Nine cases of gastrointestinal EMZL were also examined for comparison. The somatic mutation frequency varied between 2.0% and 12.7%, with a mean value of 7.9%. Ten cases with intraclonal microheterogeneity showed between one and six further substitutions. The average of ongoing mutation frequency was 0.11%, with a range of 0% to 0.25%. In the gastrointestinal EMZLs, the average of somatic mutation frequency was 8.5% (1.5%-14.2%) and of ongoing mutation frequency was 0.51% (0.25%-0.75%). The average of ongoing mutation frequency in ocular adnexal EMZL was lower than that in gastrointestinal EMZL. Both ocular adnexal and gastrointestinal EMZLs are derived from postgerminal center memory B cells, but the low ongoing mutation frequencies of ocular adnexal EMZL may result from less antigen stimulation and follicular colonization in the orbit relative to gastrointestinal EMZL.